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ACTION Tidbits  

Our first article provokes thought on adjusting your perspective 

surrounding a question that you've likely asked yourself in 

countless, frustrated or exhausted situations - "what more can I 

do?" Youll be encouraged to answer this in a much different way, 

shifting from negativity to forward-thinking. 

 

Next, we ponder the concept of networking. As society becomes 

more and more consumed by social media and technology, do you 

find yourself steering clear of the traditional networking channels? 

We share a few thoughts on the give and take of face-to-face 

networking.  

 

 

What More Can You Do? 

 

I recently had the opportunity to attend The Nautilus Group® 

annual meeting in Dallas, TX. One of our speakers was inspirational 

author and speaker John O'Leary, whom we mentioned in last 

month's issue. John's is a truly amazing story of overcoming odds 

and persevering through life with a perspective forged by fire 

(literally.) One important question I picked up from his many great 

points was, What more can I do...read full article  

 

 

Networking: Dead or Alive? 

 

Does the term "networking" make you want to change the subject? 

With a society that appears to be trending further towards social 

disengagement while being consumed by social media and 

technology, it's no wonder there is more apprehension and perhaps 

some social anxiety arising from the thought of networking with 

other people. But networking does not have to be hard, or time 

consuming...read full article  

 

 

Business Owner Seminar: 

 

We have received great feedback from the Life Plan for Your 

Business seminars we held this spring, so are looking to hold 

another series in the fall. Business owners, stay tuned for more 

details!  

 

 

 

  

Birthday Boy 

 

Here's a shout-out to Brian - it's his 

birthday month! (This piece of the 

newsletter is a surprise to him☺) 

 

Be sure to wish him a HAPPY 

BIRTHDAY on July 31! 

http://eanotify.us/1410/tlink?s=C79B4483-FF41-4527-BA8E-D25FAF3DF90C&t=ADMN-B2M4XC&u=%25%25UNID%25%25&o=l_862119-B2M4SP
http://eanotify.us/1410/tlink?s=C79B4483-FF41-4527-BA8E-D25FAF3DF90C&t=ADMN-B2M4XR&u=%25%25UNID%25%25&o=l_862119-B2M4SP


AFS Summer Bucket List 

 

Jenny: Visit New York City to see the Statue of Liberty, see the 

9/11 Memorial, and do some shopping! (She'll be checking this off 

her list later this month!) 

Krista: Learn to water ski 

Brian: Spend several days with his granddaughters 

Wendy: Kayak somewhere new 

Brad: master his Spanish Level 2 lesson  
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